A variational approach is proposed to determine the induced electric field by charge separation in tbe"near wake of a large negatively charged body moving at mesothermal speeds in a tenuous plasma. The presence of potóntial well is discussed.
The interaction between the ionospheric medium e.g., for a typical satellite-motion in the upper ionoand a rapidly moving body provides a unique plasma sphere [3] . In the following analysis the origin of a phenomenon of much geophysical consequences [1] .
cylindrical coordinate is fixed to the center of the The moving body in question, e.g., a space probe or moving body with its z-axis aligned with the axis of meteorite, can be charaterized by the following conthe wake. The linear displacement r is normalized by ditions: XD'~R'~1;C 1~V"Ce where R and V denote R; field potential~(r) by e/kT~where e and k denote the size and the speed respectively of the body; XD, 1, the electronic charge and Boltzmann constant respecc1 and Ce, the Debye length, mean free path, ion thertively; particle velocity c by ci and the particle density mal speed and electron thermal speed respectively of n(r) by n,~,the free stream electron orion density. the plasma. It is well known that when a neutral plasThe conditions 0. <0 and V "~Ce imply that the elecma meets a moving blunt body a potential sheath haytron distribution in the wake will deviate from its free ing a thickness of the order XD develops to shield the stream value only by the Boltzmann factor thus frontal body. In the near wake behind a rapidly mov-"e(') = exp (0 Ti/Te). On the other hand since V~ci ing body where the electrons lead the ions in filling the ion distribution ffr, c) in the wake will differ the void region, a charge separation field in the form strongly with its free stream equilibrium state. In fact of a potential valley is created. In other words, the ffr, c) and 0(r) are governed by the following coupled potential distribution in the near wake, instead of equations of the collision free (particle) equation and varying monotonically from its boundary value at the the Poisson (field) equation [3]: body surface '~(usually <0) to zero at the free stream, f_ !~~f=~'R~2 V20 = n -n 1 dips into a well of depth IOminl>IOsI before it rises to
its ambient value (zero). This anomalous field configuwhere n=ffdc with 0 = at r = R and 0 = 0 at r-~oc. ration which has been shown to cause plasma trapping An iterative numerical scheme has often been used [2] and possibly other consequences yet to be explor-
[3] to treat the nonlinear system (1). It starts with a ed is of interest in the present note, formal solution forf(r, c) from the quasi-linear first Consider a conducting spherical body of radius R order particle equation, in terms of the appropriate inand surface potential 0(<0) which moves at a steady variants. Notice that an analogous mathematical formesothermal speed Vin a bithermal neutral plasma of malism in stellar dynamics is known as Jeans theorem singly charged ions at temperature Tj and free electrons [4] . For an axi-symmetric field herein interested three at temperature 7where XD~R~1. It is assumed that isolating invariants are needed. The energy invariant in collision with the body an electron is absorbed; an E = c~+ c~+ c~+ 0 and angular momentum invariant ion, neutralized and re-emitted as a neutral particle. fig. 1 . In this illustrated variational calculation, the
terms byond B3 and P3 in eqs. (4) and (5) [31V.C. Liii, Space Sd. Rev. 9(1969) 423.
[4] D. Lynden-Bell, M.N. Royal Astron. Soc. 124 (1 962)1, 95. * A priori restriction thus implied is that~deviates only slight- methods (MIT Press, 1964) .
